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Introduction
The present study is part of a series of measurements of the 

modulation transfer function (MTF) that included in the previous 
study. Image contours are influenced by the partial Fourier fraction 
and the gradient of contrast medium concentration [1]. However, we 
assessed about the MTF using the only partial Fourier fraction. The 
MTF dependent on the k-space (frequency space) trajectory was not 
assessed.

Partial Fourier acquisition is used with dynamic contrast-enhanced 
magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) to reduce the scan time in 
the phase-encoding direction while preserving image resolution. The 
partial Fourier fraction is defined as the ratio of the partially acquired 
k-space data size to the full k-space data size; thus, acquiring half and full 
k-spaces result in partial Fourier fractions of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively.
Typically, partial Fourier fractions in practice are between 0.55 and
0.75 [2]. The MTF can be used to assess image contours; however,
several factors influence MTF measurement for MRI images. MTF
measurements are degraded by a loss of system linearity, modulation of 
low spatial frequencies by non-uniformity effects, and underestimation 
of the measured value by several factors (such as chemical shift, T2
decay, ringing, and partial volume) [3-6]. To exclude these influences
as far as possible, we created a digital phantom for simulated MTF
measurements in our previous study, which investigated breast DCE-
MRI [1].

The concentration of the contrast medium changes over time; 
therefore, signal intensity changes, particularly during the early phase. 
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The signal intensity has been shown to increase to three times higher 
than the pre-administration intensity one minute after administration 
of the contrast medium [7,8].

Various k-space trajectories can be used as methods of filling the 
k-space (i.e., k-space ordering). Changing the k-space trajectory changes 
the filling timing of k-0, the center of the k-space. Thus far, however,
there has been little investigation of how the image quality in dynamic
studies varies according to the k-space trajectory and different contrast
medium concentrations, with the partial Fourier fractions calculated
on digital phantoms. In the present study, therefore, we assessed MTF
for evaluating image quality, using our previous simulation method for
MTF measurement.

In general, data is filled from one edge to the other in the k-space, 
the so-called sequential order. We chose linear and reverse linear orders 
to compare different k-space trajectories. In linear order, data are filled 
from left to right. When the partial Fourier fraction changes, the filling 
start position in the k-space changes, moving toward the center of the 
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k-space (k-0) as the partial Fourier fraction is reduced. In reverse linear 
order, data are filled from right to left, the opposite direction of linear 
order. Use of the partial Fourier fraction does not change the filling start 
position for the reverse linear order (Figure 1). We therefore considered 
these k-space trajectories to be contrasting with each other and easy 
to compare. In our previous report, we used the same k-0 timing. 
Therefore, MTFs for different timings were not assessed. Accordingly, 
that study could not compare image quality with different timings of 
k-0 using MTF.

As the k-space can be characterized by Hermitian conjugate 
symmetry, blank areas can be compensated for (interpolation data) 
using corresponding portions of the filled data (collection data). We 
assumed that signal intensity differences between collection and 
interpolation data depended on the contrast medium concentration 
and on the partial Fourier fraction (Figure 2). Furthermore, we 
assumed that MTF was influenced by different filling start points in 
addition to those mentioned above. Therefore, we assessed how MTF 
was influenced by the k-space trajectory with partial Fourier fractions 
in DCE-MRI, calculating MTF using computer simulations.

Materials and Methods
Digital phantom

We used the same method as our previous study to create the digital 
phantom [1]. This method is briefly described below.

Signal intensity of the concentration gradient model

To assess the response of the signal intensity to changes in the 
contrast medium concentration, we created three exponential models 
(low, medium, and rapid) using reference data. In these models, the 
signal intensity varied from 500 to 1500 [1], evolving over time as 
follows:

Signal intensity=(A-C) × [1-exp(-kT)]+C,

where A is the maximum signal intensity, C is the initial value, T is 
a time constant, and k is the coefficient of concentration gradient: slow 
(k=0.01), medium (k=0.02), or rapid (k=0.03). This exponential model 
was the same as the one used in a previous study. For details of this 
model, see reference 1.

The imaging sequence parameter is arbitrary; therefore, concept of 
repetition time, echo time and so on was excluded.

Imaging procedure

The study followed a series of steps. (1) Digital phantoms were 
created. 512 images with 512 × 512 pixels were generated based on the 
time-dependent signal intensity in a square central area (100 × 100 
pixels) of the base signal area (452 × 452 pixels). The signal intensity 
of the base signal area and initial value of square central area were 500. 
(2) The digital phantoms were transformed by fast Fourier transform 
(FFT). (3) Each resultant image was divided into 512 strips (Figures 3 
and 4). (4) One strip from each FFT image was taken and arranged into 
a composite image of linear and reverse linear orders (Figures 3 and 
4). The blank strips were filled with reflections of data from the early 
k-spaces. (5) The inverse FFT of the composite image was computed 
(Figures 3 and 4). (6) MTF was calculated from the composite image 
as described below. The digital phantom was created in Excel 2013 
(Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA), and all image calculations 
were performed using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda, MD, USA).

Figure 1: k-space order. To simulate for the calculation of MTF, k-space was 
made segmentation, from “s-1” to “s-512” (where “s” denotes “segment”).  
When the data fulfilling was complete, at linear order, the 512 k-spaces were 
ordered from left (“s-1” from the first k-space) to right (“s-512” from the 512th 
k-space). The beginning of the filling segment (white arrow) was variously. 
At reverse linear order, the 512 k-spaces were ordered opposite direction of 
linear order. The beginning of the filling segment (black arrow) was usually 
“s-512” from the first k-space. The filling rate (the partial Fourier fraction) 
was varied from 512/512 to 282/512 (i.e., from 1.0 to 0.55). When the actual 
data filled 486/512 to 282/512 of the k-space (partial Fourier fraction 0.95–
0.55), the blank areas (gray areas) were filled with reflected data under point 
symmetry.

Figure 2: Difference of signal intensity between actual collection data and 
interpolation data (partial Fourier fraction, 0.75). The blank areas (gray areas) 
were filled with reflected data (dotted areas) under point symmetry; therefore, 
signal intensity difference between actual collection data and interpolation data 
was assumed to appear.
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Calculation of MTF

MTF was calculated by a three-step procedure. First, an edge 
spread function (ESF) was created. Second, this ESF was differentiated 
to obtain the line spread function (LSF). Third, MTF was obtained by 
calculating FFT of LSF. The resultant values of MTF were compared for 
different partial Fourier fractions and k-space trajectories.

Results
MTF declined more rapidly with smaller partial Fourier fractions 

(Figure 5). The most stable MTF was that for the rapid exponential 
model. MTF declined more rapidly with the linear order than with the 
reverse linear order. With smaller partial Fourier fractions in the linear 
order, MTF increased to more than 1. This effect became stronger as the 
coefficient of concentration gradient was reduced.

Discussion
In the linear order, MTF increased to more than 1. The difference in 

signal intensity between the collection and interpolation of data by the 
gradient of the contrast medium concentration was large; therefore, the 
image contour deteriorated, leading to overshoot and undershoot, and 
then the shape of the LSF was influenced. The information of the image 
contour, including the invasion of the tumor, was important element 
for diagnose.

In the linear order, the filling start position was closer to the k-0 

for smaller partial Fourier fractions; i.e., it became more similar to the 
centric order. When the partial Fourier fraction was larger, the filling 
start position was closer to the sequential order, i.e., closer to the 
reverse linear order.

Data of k-0 contributed to the image contrast. MTF may have been 
influenced by the larger difference in signal intensity between collection 
and interpolation data. In the reverse linear order, the filling time of 
k-0 came at the midpoint of the full filling. This point never changed. 
However, in the linear order, the filling time of k-0 changed depending 
on the partial Fourier fraction.

To increase the tissue contrast using the contrast medium, the 
timing of k-0 filling was important and was influenced by the injection 
rate. Thus, an adjustment should be needed; however, the reverse linear 
order was less influenced by the partial Fourier fraction. Furthermore, 
if the timing for the contrast medium reaching k-0 was adjusted, high 
tissue contrast could be obtained. However, contrast enhancement 
magnitude and kinetics would depend on the tissue type.

Among the exponential models, the rapid exponential model 
yielded the highest MTF. This was because its long plateau ensured the 
longest stable intensity term. This result corresponded to the results of 
our previous report [1].

This study had several limitations. We simulated only the filling 
of the contrast medium in early phase, and not the wash-out. The 
rationale for this was that we considered that there would be a greater 
influence on MTF during fill-in than during wash-out because of the 

Figure 3: k-space filling of the linear order. The 512 k-spaces were divided into 
512 parts (“s-1” to “s-512” from left to right, each of 512 × 1 pixels). One part 
was extracted from each k-space. The 512 k-spaces were ordered from left 
(“s-1” from the first k-space) to right (“s-512” from the 512th k-space) when the 
data fulfilling was complete. The beginning of the filling segment was variously 
(Figure 1). The extracted parts were arranged in order and subjected to inverse 
FFT, yielding time-dependent images from the real and imaginary data.

Figure 4: k-space filling of the reverse linear order. The 512 k-spaces were 
divided into 512 parts same as Figure 3. One part was extracted from each 
k-space. The 512 k-spaces were ordered opposite direction of linear order. 
The data was filled from right (“s-512” from the first k-space) to left (“s-1” from 
the 512th k-space) when the data fulfilling was complete. The beginning of 
the filling segment was usually “s-512” from the first k-space. The extracted 
parts were arranged in order and subjected to inverse FFT, yielding time-
dependent images from the real and imaginary data.
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Figure 5: Result of calculation for the MTF. The MTF of linear order for three exponential models; slow (a), medium (b), and rapid (c), and reverse linear order for 
three exponential models; slow (d), medium (e), and rapid (f) were shown. The most stable MTF was that for the rapid exponential model. MTF declined more rapidly 
with the linear order than with the reverse linear order.

rapid change in contrast medium concentration. In this study, we 
ignored the effects of the echo time on the signal strength. The signal 
strength could also be influenced by the k-space trajectory. However, 
we excluded such a factor to obtain pure data regarding the influence 
of the k-space trajectory with the partial Fourier fraction in DCE-MRI 
as a simulation. In this study, the injection timing was stable; however, 
if the injection timing were to change, this could influence the shape 
of MTF.

To make a contrast, centric order is easy to use for the timing of 
contrast enhancement, especially arterial input function [9]; however, 
we did not evaluate the centric order.

The image quality assessment that several algorithms were used for 
partial Fourier acquisition was reported [10]. However, conventional 
conjugate symmetry was used for this study.

To increase study speed, the partial Fourier method has been 
combined with parallel imaging acquisition [11-13]. However, the aim 
of our study was to investigate the influence of altering the gradient of 
the contrast medium with the k-space trajectory on MTF. By doing this, 
we obtained the important result that the reverse linear order was less 
influenced by the partial Fourier fraction.

Conclusion
The MTF was influenced by the k-space trajectory with partial 

Fourier fractions in DCE-MRI using computer simulations. The reverse 
linear order was found to be less influenced than the linear order by the 
partial Fourier fraction.
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